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Dishonored 2 powers vs no powers

a: Necessary Citations, Skills, Supernatural Corvo using Windblast, one of your supernatural skills. There are forces in the world and beyond the world, great forces that men call magic, and now these forces will serve their will. Use this new power, my gift to you. -Outsider supernatural skills are manifestations of the void that can be divided into two categories
- active and passive. When granted by outsider, the command is required to perform active skills, and the amount required varies by power. When they are granted powerful artifacts linked to vacuum, they only need to cool down, as seen in Dishonored: Death of the Outsider. Mana can be restored by using Piero's spiritual remedy or Addermire solution. A
small percentage of the mana (20%) will be re-loaded automatically after a short delay after using the power. Various bone charms can affect the amount of mana stored, increase the amount gained and provide other sources of mana. Updating supernatural skills is done through the collection and use of debris. Only those with the Outsider Mark can use
rubble. Dishonorable and Dunwall City Trials Supernatural Ability Runes Mana Cost Blink I 0 20% Fast Forward and a Shorter Distance Up Blink II 3 20% Increased Motion Distance In All Directions Dark Vision And 1 20% See People/Live Animals/Dead/Unconscious, Their Vision Cones, and the sounds of Corvo Dark Vision II 2 20% Also see resources
(green) and machinery/ traps (blue) Devour swarm I 3 40% Summon rats that attack others and eat corpses Devour Swarm II 4 40% Rats Attack and Eat Possession Faster I 3 60% Own Rats, Fish and Dogs Possession II 5 60% They Also Own People (They Can't Make Them Attack or Use Powers) Bend Time I 2 60% Slow Time for About 12 Seconds ,
each attack is an instant murder Bend Time II 8 60% Freezing time (you can pluck projectiles fired out of the air) , a duration slightly shorter than level I (about 8 seconds) Windblast I 3 50% Blast groups of enemies (non-lethal), breaking doors, Blast sings back on enemies Windblast II 4 50% Kill enemies if you blow against solid objects Vitality I 1 No more
health Vitality II 3 No health is regenerated more quickly Blood Seven And 2 Adrenaline Brutal body to body kill animations Blood Thirsty II 3 Adrenaline Kill multiple enemies in melee, adrenaline build faster Agility I 2 No top jump and less damage from falls Agility II 3 No faster climbing , and shadow swimming Kill I 2 No unconscious enemy turn to ash when
he killed Shadow Kill II 4 No enemy turns to ash when he killed dunwall knife and Brigmore Supernatural witches Ability Runes Mana Blink I 0 20% Fast moving forward and a shorter distance upwards. Time stops while signing up if Daud isn't moving Blink II 4 20% Increased motion distance in all directions Void Gaze I 0 20% Daud can see the location of
Runes and Bone Charms within one radius, the outsider brand in Daud's hand will shine if you aspire to an empty look rune or bone charm II 2 20% Also see living beings, its sounds, its view cones (yellow), resources (green), and machinery/traps (blue), and the sounds of Daud Bend Time I 2 60% Slow time for about 12 seconds Curve Time II 6 60%
Freezing time (you can pluck projectiles fired out of the air); A duration slightly shorter than level I (about 8 seconds) Summon Killer I 1 40% Summon a Novice Killer to Fight Alongside Daud Summon Assassin II 5 40% Summon a Master Killer to Fight For Daud Pull I's Side 2 20%/40% Pull Can Be Used to Lift Inanimate Objects, collect and stack Pull II items
4 20%/40% Pull can lift bodies, Live enemy bodies are tied up and can be drowned or executed Vitality I 1 Head health Vitality II 3 No health is regenerated more quickly Blood Thirsty I 1 Adrenaline Brutal body to body kill animations Blood Thirsty II 3 Adrenaline Kill multiple enemies in melee, adrenaline accumulate faster agility And 1 Top jump head and
less damage from falls Agility II , climbing, and swimming Shadow Kill I 1 No unconscious enemy turn to ash when dead Shadow Kill II 3 No enemies turn to ash when murdered Arcane Bond I 0 No summoned killer can teleport and achieve a surge in health Arcane Bond II 4 No assassins are able to use Pull, are immune to Bend Time, and win Shadow Kill
Deshonored 2 Corvo Ability Runes Previous Update Description Bend Time 5 N/A Slow time for a short duration. Stops time 6 Curve Time Stop Time for a short duration. Relativity 1 Time Curve Move faster, relative to time. Durable Curve Time 2 Curve Time Extend Curve Time Duration. Ability Run Upgrade Description Previous Blink 0 N/A Fast Forward.
Great blinking 4 BlinkIng Extend blinking range. Redirective blinking 3 Flashes time stops if you don't move while pointing to Blink. Blink Assault 1 Blink Throw enemies to the ground attacking just as Blink ends. Ability runs previous update Description Dark vision 2 N/A Look better in the dark. Observe living beings through the walls. Greater Dark Vision 3
Dark Vision View objects and security systems through walls. Premonition 2 Dark vision Visualizes enemy routes and their current destination. Skill runs previous update Description devouring swarm 4 N/A Summon rats that attack enemies and devour bodies. Larger swarm 2 Devouring swarm Increase the size of your rat swarm. Rat Piper 2 Devouring
Swarm Summon a swarm of rats that follows you. Twin swarms 3 Devouring swarm Summon two smaller rat swarms. Ability Runes Previous Update Description 4 N/A Assume control of a host for a short time. String hosts 3 Transition of possession between hosts. Possession of corpse 1 Possession Occupy a human host recently deceased or unconscious.
Human possession 4 corpses control a human host. Lasting possession 1 possession Lengthen the duration. Duration. Runes Previous update Description Windblast 4 N/A Gust of wind breaking doors and deflecting projectiles. Greater Windblast 3 Windblast Summon a more powerful wind that kills enemies thrown into walls, and deflects projectiles more
accurately. Shockwave 3 Windblast Releases a secondary blast of wind in a short radius around you. Emily Ability runs the above update Description Dark vision 2 N/A Look better in the dark. Observe living beings through the walls. Greater Dark Vision 3 Dark Vision View objects and security systems through walls. Premonition 2 Dark vision Visualizes
enemy routes and their current destination. Ability runs previous update Description Domino 4 N/A Link human targets because they die or fall unconscious together. Link three 3 Domino link up to 3 enemies. Link four 3 Link three link up to 4 enemies. Ability Runs Update Preview Description Doppelgänger 4 N/A Summon a shadow of yourself that attracts
enemies. Puzzling shadow 1 Doppelgänger Your Doppelgänger will confuse enemies as he fade away. Deadly Shadow 3 Doppelgänger Summon a Doppelgänger who can fight enemies and murder when not detected. Twin Shades 3 Deadly Shade Summon two Doppelgängers who perform independently of each other. Transposition 2 Doppelgänger
exchange sites with your summoned Doppelgänger. Ability Runs Previous Update Description Range 0 N/A To Pull quickly over a distance. Pull objects 2 end range throw objects towards you and trap them in mid-air. Includes corpses and unconscious bodies. Throw enemies 4 pull objects to pull enemies towards you, and kill or incapacitate in mid-air. It's
not stealthy. Deceleration 2 Extreme Range If you are falling, the weather slows down briefly as you sign up to reach far. Ability runs previous update Description Mesmerize 6 N/A Summon an empty spirit to enthuse humans or dogs. Mesmerize Three 3 Mesmerize Enthrall up to 3 human or canine targets. Mesmerize Four 3 Mesmerize Three Enthrall up to 4
human or canine targets. Durable Mesmerize 2 Mesmerize Extend Duration. Ability Runs Upgrade Previous Description Shadow Walk 4 N/A Assume a stealth shape for a short time. Rat Shadows 1 Shadow Walk Move through rat tunnels in its stealth form. Enhanced shadow attack 2 Shadow Walk Assassinate or incapacitate up to 2 enemies during Shadow
Walk. Greater shadow attack 2 improved shadow attack killed or incapacitated up to 3 enemies during Shadow Walk. Shadow Run 2 Shadow Walk Move faster while you're in your stealest form. Improved capacity runs earlier update Description Agility 2 N/A Increase your jump height and distance. Rapid Sprint 2 Agility Sprint faster. Cat Fall 1 Take less
damage that falls. Skill runs the above update Description Of blood thirst 2 N/A Build adrenaline in combat then unleash brutal fatalities melee. Adrenaline burst 1 set of blood replen good adrenaline automatically while not in combat, until half maximum. Blood Major 3 Blood Set Kill various enemies within range. Ability runs earlier update Description
Bonecharm Crafting 1 N/A Craft your own unique bonecharms, with some possibility of corruption. Witch Elaboration 2 Bonecharm Elaboration Lowest probability of corruption by bonecharms with 3 or 4 shots. Master Crafting 2 Witch Crafting There is no chance of corruption when it comes to crafting Bonecharms with 3 Shots.There is still a low probability of
corruption when it comes to crafting Bonecharms with 4 Shots. Craft Runes 4 Master Crafting Craft Runes by spending the raw whale, or sacrificing existing debris to accumulate the raw whale for brewing. Shot Synergy 3 Bonecharm Crafting Use the same feature up to four times through your handmade bonecharms. Ability Runs Previous Update
Description Reflexes 1 N/ A Block to divert projectiles Focused Slide 2 Reflexes Slow time while sliding if you aim a range weapon at an enemy. Upper Deflection 2 Reflexes Divert projectiles to the nearest enemy. Adept Parry 1 Reflections Time window parrying is increased. Snap Reaction 3 Quick reflex reflexes seem to slow down time briefly when an
enemy sees you. Ability runs above update Description Shadow kill 2 N/A Turn unconscious enemies to ash while dying. Great shadow kill 2 shadow kill convert all enemies to ash while dying. Bloodfly Swarm 3 Great Shadow Kill enemies transformed dead into combat in blood flies while dying. Ability runs previous update Description Force 3 N/A Throw
objects further. Greater strength 2 Force Break the weakest wooden doors with your sword. Ability Runs Previous Update Description Vitality 2 N/A Boost your health and resilience. Improved regeneration of Vitality 2 Vitality Health. Dishonored: The death of capacity from abroad executes the above update Description scrolls N/A N/A Relocate by exchanging
positions. Ability Runes Previous update Description Forecast N/A N/A Stop time and explore in spirit form. Ability Runs Previous Update Description Similarity N/A N/A Impersonate another human. Ability Runes Previous update Description Void Strike N/A N/A loaded strike that will push enemies back and kill unconscious targets. Ability Runs Previous
Update Description Bonecharm Crafting N/A N/A Craft unique bone charms, with some possibility of corruption. Ability Runs Previous Update Description Rat Whispers N/A N/A Listen to rat voices. Other users and their powers Granny Rags Blink unnamed variant of Blink used during combat that creates a shockwave to damage, stun, and shoot down their
enemies Swarm Ability Unnamed That Allows You to Control Rats Summoned by Other Fog Apprentices Rune Crafts The Lonely Rat Boy Morris Sullivan An Unknown Witch Possession An Unnamed Skill That Can Collect Delilah Copperspoon Locks Blink Bloodbriar Windblast as the Crit Arcane Bond Thorns Doppelgänger Rune Rune Rune An unnamed
skill that allows her to create enchanted statues of herself and communicate through them An unnamed skill that can create serious An unnamed ability to transform things into stone An unnamed skill that can take Mark of the Outsider out of another branded bear er An unnamed skill that turns paintings into reality[1] Brigmore Witches Blink Thorns
Windblast-like scream Painted Flesh Bloodbriar An unnamed skill that turns paintings into reality[1] Brigmore Witches Blink Thorns Windblast-like scream Painted Flesh Bloodbriar Paintings actually[1] An unnamed skill that can create serious dogs An unnamed skill that destroyed an entire room in Coldridge Prison (Only seen in Melina) An unnamed skill that
uses the lenses of the Oraculum and a person as a sacrifice to catch another in their own mind[2] (Only seen manifested in Lucinda) Whalers Flash Pull Vitality Shadow Kill Zhukov Corroded Bonecharm Crafting An unnamed skill granted by a corroded ambush that allows you to transpose with your reflexes An unnamed capacity granted by a corroded
ambush that causes nausea and disorientation to the surrounding dishonorized welcoming Host - Possession lasts 30 seconds in white rats (usually 20). Carrion Killer - Killing rats grants some adrenaline. Sustained anger - Adrenaline takes a little longer to cool off. Revenge - Being damaged grants a small amount of adrenaline. Void Walker's empty arsenal
channel - 20% increased the duration of powers, increased range of Blink and Windblast. The knife of Dunwall and the Brigmore Witches Carrion Killer - Killing rats grants some adrenaline. Hearty Crew - Summoned killers deal more damage. Sustained anger - Adrenaline takes a little longer to cool off. Revenge - Adrenaline builds up faster, but cools faster.
Leverage - Traction range and speed are increased, but so is the cost of the command. Dishonored 2 Host accommodating - Animal possession lasts a little longer. Agile will - Possession lasts a little longer. Bright moon - Doppelgängers inflict more damage, but its duration is reduced. Dark extraction - Shadow Walk murder restores some health. Allies
endure - Summoned Doppelgängers last longer. Faded light - Far Reach and Blink do not consume Mana if used in a second of murder. Invisible thread : distant scope makes you invisible during movement. Life Bond - When you heal, your summoned Doppelgängers also heal. Mind Runner – Your possessed human host can sprint. Relocation disease -
Witches sometimes stumble off balance after magic relocation. Resilient allies - summoned Doppelgängers have more health. Restorative glow – Health regenerates while using dark vision. Separation trauma - Enemies are made when you leave your host. Shadow hug - Shadow Walk lasts a little longer. Shadow Repose - Regain health during shadow walk.
Stolen Breath – Far Reach uses more commands, but enemies who pull are silenced. Leech 2 beds - - Health while your Doppelgänger is active. Empty rapture - Sometimes enemies are made unconscious by Mesmerize. Host accommodating - Animal possession lasts a little longer. Dishonored: The death of the outsider distraction visit - When scrolling is
used, a version of Billie is left behind that will attract enemies. Quick scroll: Use scroll without placing a marker (quick touch of L2/LB/right click). Perfect balance – Keep your balance after interpenetration scrolling, and keep only half the damage. Frog Jump - Scrolling doesn't cost empty energy if used near an unconscious character, but scrolling
interpenetration will always kill you. Discreet exchange - Brief invisibility after moving with displaced, but the distance is reduced. Superior Forecast - Mark more objects with Forecast. third eye : get an additional destination marker when used displaced and forecast. Blinking eye - Goals set by the forecast have reduced perception. Damn look - Goals set with
anticipation have reduced health, but can only set 1 life goal. Mobile Mimicry - Semblance drains less zero energy. Tactical imitation - Similarity can be used to blindly enemy in combat. Void Leech - While using Semblance, killing an unconscious target increases the energy of the vacuum, but move with reduced speed. Trivia According to Harvey Smith of
Arkane Studios, silenced phrases when Corvo uses a power are gibberish phrases made up of words in French, English, Arabic, Chinese and Portuguese. [citation needed] Opening the fast access wheel will slow the time to 1/20 its original speed. Having the radius open is not based on capacity, as the speed of movement is also reduced to twenty. With the
new game + dishonored mode 2, it is possible to use Emily's powers when playing as Corvo and vice versa. Prior to this function, it was still possible through piracy. [3] During the Dishonored Mission 2 A Crack in the Slab, the protagonist's active supernatural skills are disabled, although passive ones still work, as it was decided that eliminating them would
be too disempowering. Originally, Blink and Far Reach would be left active, but that decision was changed when developers decided that time travel was interesting enough. [4] In dishonorable 2, the supernatural skills used in vacuum do not consume mana. Originally, Emily had the ability to walk on walls and ceilings, changing gravity for herself and objects
she touched. This was cut short very early due to the technical difficulties associated with it, eventually becoming Shadow Walk. [5] In Original Game + mode (see New Game+) by Deshonored: Death of the Outsider, Play with three of Corvo and Emily's skills, which will replace three of your own. Dishonored The Brigmore Witches Wall Of Flesh - Use an
enemy raised with Pull as a shield. Dishonored 2 Gallery References Required Citations Skills Supernatural Deutsch Deutsch Français Italiano Русский 中⽂ Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Pointed out.
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